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TESTIMONY OF THE MONTANA LAND AND WATER ALLIANCE 
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS 

S. 3019  Montana Water Rights Protection Act 

May 2020 

This document is submitted as testimony to the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs regarding the 

“Montana Water Rights Protection Act”(MWRPA) (S. 3019) introduced by Senator Daines and co-

sponsored by Senator Jon Tester.  The bill purports to protect the water rights of Montanans while 

“solving” the federal reserved water right claims of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT).1

It does neither. We write to document our opposition to S. 3019. 

What Proposal is the Committee Examining? 

The MWRPA is intended to be the “implementing legislation” for the Montana-based CSKT Compact 

(CSKT Compact) which is incorporated by reference in only one sentence of the MWRPA.2 Importantly, 

that referenced document is the bill which should be examined by this Committee.3  Unfortunately, this 

Committee will not see the most important part of the MWRPA because it is obscured by the 

“additions” wrapped around it in S. 3019.4

Structurally, the MWRPA is similar to a  bill introduced to this Committee by Senator Jon Tester in June 

2016 (S. 3012), in that both adopted in full the Montana-based CSKT Compact and “added”  unrelated 

provisions that distract from and obscure the many  precedent-setting actions and unresolved issues 

that remain in the original CSKT Compact. The Committee rejected S. 3012 in part because of the 

Department of the Interior’s failure to examine both the base CSKT Compact and the “add-ons” 

1 S. 3019 is intended to be the enabling federal legislation for Montana’s SB 262 (MCA 85-20-1901) which is wholly 
incorporated by reference. While significant constitutional, legal, environmental, and scientific issues remain with 
Montana’s legislation that can only be resolved by the MT legislature or through appropriate federal intervention, 
S. 3019 adds several other concerning provisions to the MT bill that the MT legislature did not consider or approve. 
2 The Montana-based CSKT Compact was unconstitutionally “passed” by the Montana legislature in April 2015. The 
Compact contains a clause that allowed the State of Montana to have immunity from costs, damages, and 
attorney’s fees in the implementation of the Compact.  Article II, Section 18 of the Montana Constitution requires 
that such a clause be approved by a 2/3 vote of each House of the Montana legislature, which was not achieved in 
either. The immunity clause is in two sections of the CSKT Compact and is relevant to the implementation of the 
Compact’s proposed water administration program. Other constitutional errors remain in the document. 
3 The CSKT Compact is the document that  is based upon false assumptions, presents the most  sweeping and 
precedent-setting changes to state and federal law and federal water infrastructure, yet has never been subject to 
an economic or environmental analysis by either the state of Montana nor the Department of the Interior since it 
was introduced into the Montana public in 2012.  
4 Montana citizens and legislators have worked diligently to both document problems and propose resolutions for 
the CSKT Compact problems for use by Senator Daines. These issues are summarized and documented in a short 
video and in the Flathead Water Solutions Handbook for Decision-Makers (September 2019), both available at 
https://thepeoplescompact.wordpress.com/2019/10/16/informed-decision-making-flathead-water-solutions-
handbook/ and www.thepeoplescompact.wordpress.org
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proposed by Senator Tester. As described in this testimony and materials, the MWRPA (S. 3019) suffers 

from the same deficiencies as Senator Tester’s S. 3012 and should similarly be rejected by the 

Committee.5

Executive Summary of Testimony 

In the context of the structure of S. 3019,  the purpose of this testimony is to describe the fatal flaws in 

the MWRPA, including the serious impacts of the proposed legislation that have persistently been 

ignored and remain dangerously unresolved.  Additionally, this testimony discusses the serious 

implications of the bill for the western states that have already or are currently adjudicating water rights 

that involve the federal reserved water rights of federal lands including Indian Reservations.  In this 

context, a discussion of the impact of the MWRPA on those adjudications, land patents, and vested 

water rights is required by decision-makers before any action can be taken on MWRPA. 

This testimony also reveals that there are serious agency procedural issues regarding the scope and 

completeness of the agency “review” of the CSKT Compact from 2013 to the present, and the current 

lack of any federal review of the MWRPA. Of particular concern is the extent to which federal agencies 

can, based on ‘internal agency policy’, reinterpret Congressional intent, create new water rights within a 

Winters Doctrine and McCarran Amendment proceeding, markedly change or ignore federal contracts, 

or effect the jurisdictional boundary between state and federal water administration without 

Congressional authority and oversight.6

There are significant and far-reaching consequences of the MWRPA for and beyond the state of 

Montana that must be examined thoroughly before any action is undertaken on this bill.  In the pages 

that follow, we discuss: 

• The MWRPA is not a federal reserved water rights settlement within the context of the Winters

Doctrine, existing law that precludes the claims and components of this Act, and the existing 

legal framework for resolving federal reserved water rights including the McCarran Amendment. 

• The large “damage” award ($1.9 billion) in the MWRPA is not typical  of nor related to the 

development of the Tribes’ federal reserved water rights, and may be more appropriately heard 

in the Court of Claims 

• The MWRPA is based on faulty assumptions regarding whether the federal government or Tribe 

reserved the Flathead Indian Reservation, which leads to the  creation of new “tribal reserved 

water rights” outside the Winters Doctrine that extend off the reservation across western and 

eastern Montana, expanded Tribal jurisdiction, and disruption of property rights. 

• The MWRPA completely rewrites the Congressional history for the allotment, sale and 

settlement of surplus Flathead Reservation lands, the construction of an integrated irrigation 

and power project statutorily authorized to serve all citizens, P.L. 93-638, and the Indian 

Reorganization Act. 

5 The MWRPA, without supporting documentation, was briefly introduced to limited members of the Montana 
public in November 2019, without public comment opportunity, and was introduced to the Senate in December 
2019. Neither the Senators, the CSKT, nor the United States attended county-wide meeting to discuss the MWRPA 
and have been unavailable to discuss the public’s concerns. 
6 See Letter from Secretary Bernhardt to Senator Daines, November 18, 2019. 
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Context for Deficiencies of S. 3019 

To appreciate the gravity of the bill presently before the Committee, it is necessary to provide 

background information related to the existing federal, state, and tribal legal sideboards that frame the 

resolution of federal reserved rights for the CSKT.   In addition to the Winters Doctrine and the U.S. and 

Montana Constitutions,  these important sideboards include: 

• Congressional history of the Flathead Indian Reservation 

• The 1934 Indian Reorganization Act 

• Indian Claims Commission & Court of Claims Filings, Settlements, and Stipulations 

• U.S. v. Abell, the initial water rights filing by the U.S. on behalf of the CSKT in 1979 

The salient point is that the MWRPA/CSKT Compact structure, components, and provisions ignore these 

sideboards and construct a ‘settlement’ that is far outside the mainstream of federal reserved water 

rights settlements. 

Since a water settlement for federal reserved water rights is a creature of federal and state law, a 

compact would be structured within that legal framework including these sideboards and then further 

refined by other important site-specific case law.7  The product is then reviewed by the Departments of 

Interior and Justice, with the expectation that the federal review would correct any errors made at the 

state level through modifications to the settlement sent to the agencies for review. 

For the MWRPA/CSKT Compact, these sideboards were ignored or minimized by both state and federal 

agencies.  We assert that the failure of the Departments of Interior and Justice to objectively evaluate 

and consider these sideboards is a result of a confirmation bias and predilection to pre-judging 

outcomes in favor of the CSKT no matter whether the “settlement” produces certainty or finality for the 

citizens of Montana or the United States.8  Because the sideboards were ignored, the MRWPA  

unnecessarily diminishes the rights of other citizens with whom the United States has contractual and 

Constitutional obligations.   

The MWRPA instead represents the intent of federal agencies to create new Indian policy and new 

water rights known as “tribal reserved rights”, ignoring its legal obligation to develop an agreement that 

falls within the boundary of existing law. This has enormous consequences for all western states. 

7 Stein, Jay.  “Why it is not possible to “do anything you want” in a Negotiated Indian Water Settlement”, 
02/3/2015, Memorandum to MLWA,  in Legal Analysis of the CSKT Compact, MLWA, 2015. Compact negotiators 
took creative license to alter not only Montana’s legislative directive to address federal reserved water rights but 
also federal law. 
8 See, Letter to Pamela Williams, Director, Secretary’s Indian Water Rights Office (SIWRO) from State Senator Dr. Al 
Olszewski, et al, December 17, 2018, on file in Senator Daines’ office and available upon request from MLWA. 
Interior never responded to the letter. By information and belief, the federal officials that created the original CSKT 
Compact are the same individuals who “reviewed” the compact inside the agencies, focused within the SIWO. 
While continuity can have value, it can sometimes hinder the ability to see legitimate arguments to the contrary 
outside a pre-existing policy framework.  We assert that there has never been an  independent review of the CSKT 
Compact or MWRPA that has escaped this institutional bias.  
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After reviewing these limiting sideboards, we propose questions that may be useful to obtaining 

information on these issues in the context of the S. 3019 hearing, additional hearings including 

consideration of a Committee field hearing, or further research.  

1. Congressional History of the Flathead Indian Reservation 

In Article 1 of the 1855 Treaty of Hellgate, the CSKT ceded all its rights, title, and interest in its aboriginal 

territory to the United States, which paid for the purchase.9 Through Article 2, the United States 

reserved the Flathead Indian Reservation out of the lands ceded by the Tribes10 to the United States. 

Pursuant to Article 6 of the Treaty, the reservation was allotted in 190411 and the surplus land was 

opened to settlement by Presidential decree in 1909. 

In 1908, Congress authorized the construction of a combined irrigation and power project, known as the 

Flathead Irrigation and Power Project (FIPP) that was statutorily authorized to serve all residents of the 

reservation, both settlers and Indians alike (35 Stat. 448-50). The United States invested millions of 

dollars in the development of this power and irrigation infrastructure, whose construction costs were 

repaid by settlers through contracts with the United States.  Subsequent Congressional acts authorized 

the use and distribution of certain power revenues to repay construction costs of the system and 

thereafter maintain the irrigation project operation and maintenance.  In 1924, 80% of FIPP project 

lands were owned by non-Indians and in 2020 that ownership is a little more than 90%. 

Thus, by law the federal irrigation project on the Flathead Indian Reservation was constructed to serve 

all citizens and is not strictly an “Indian Irrigation Project” subject to the contracting provisions of P.L. 

93-638,  in contrast to the provisions advanced in the MWRPA. 

The key  error in the MWRPA  and its base document the CSKT Compact is the complete reinterpretation 

of Congressional intent as expressed in the 1904 Flathead Allotment Act (FAA) and its 1908 Amendment.  

Through oversight or bias, the Department of the Interior re-interpreted and reversed the 1904 and 

1908 acts to advance the theory that the FIPP was constructed solely for the CSKT under the 1904 Act as 

the Flathead Indian Irrigation Project (FIIP) to justify the transfer of ownership of all the water within the 

project to the CSKT.  

Under this scenario, the Department of the Interior failed to analyze the full liability of the United States 

to federal project landowners given this historic and legal framework for the FIPP.  Indeed, the 

“damages” estimated for the MWRPA are only for the Tribes and do not consider other federal 

obligations arising from its construction of an irrigation and power system to serve all residents of the 

region and damages owed to others not just the Tribes.  

The relevance of this information to the proposed MWRPA is that if the United States Departments of 

Interior and Justice are going to recognize any ‘damages’ or compensation for the Flathead Indian 

Reservation, they must necessarily address all of the United States’  liabilities to the citizens who 

developed and paid for the Flathead Irrigation and Power Project, and consider its additional liability by 

9  Treaty of Hellgate, 12 Stat. 975. The Court of Claims paid additional compensation for the ceded lands in 1951, 
83 Stat.123. 
10 The MWRPA/CSKT Compact asserts that the CSKT reserved the reservation, not the United States, which in turn 
leads to water claims outside the scope of the Winters Doctrine, aka federal reserved water rights. 
11 Flathead Allotment Act April 23, 1904, 33 Stat. 502 
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now allowing changes to the pricing and availability of electricity to thousands of Montanans. But the 

MWRPA reinforces the myth that the U.S. contracts with irrigation districts are irrelevant to the 

discussion by simply eliminating the language of relevant statutes. Thus, the Interior analysis behind the 

“damages report” in MWRPA vastly underestimates the United States’ liability to Montana citizens. 

Ironically, the importance of these federal contracts to the overall liability of the United States is 

reinforced by the  language of the MWRPA itself.  In order to eliminate any trace of the United States’ 

obligations to landowners, the MWRPA completely rewrites the enabling and supporting legislation for 

the Flathead Irrigation and Power Project, both failing to study the impacts of this legislation as a major 

federal action and ignoring the liability of the United States to project landowners and other Montana 

citizens. 

Relevant Questions: 

• What is the liability of the United States to the project landowners in the Flathead 

Irrigation and Power Project for the MWRPA transfer of the bare legal title to water 

and federal project management to the CSKT?   

2. The Indian Reorganization Act 

The CSKT were the first tribe in the United States to adopt the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) 

which organized the CSKT as a federally-charted corporation.12  The IRA has important limitations for any 

federal reserved rights ‘settlement’ that were completely ignored by the Department of the Interior and 

that now taint S. 3019.   

• Section 3 of the IRA explicitly preserves and protects the land use pattern established on 

the reservation since its opening by Presidential Decree and prohibits the United States 

from purchasing lands within a reclamation project so as to retain the reclamation 

irrigation system established on the reservation.  This would also apply to the removal 

of water from the system without which lands within the reclamation project would not 

be productive, to the repurposing of water use, and project management 

• Section 5 of the IRA requires that any rights, property, or interests acquired by the Tribe 

under the auspices of the IRA belong to the United States to be held in trust for the said 

Tribe. 

The two most egregious violations of the IRA contained in the MWRPA are (a) the transfer of the bare 

legal title of the water in the FIP  from the project irrigators to the CSKT in violation of Section 3  of the 

IRA, and (b) the failure of the United States to recapture Kerr Dam—the hydropower portion of the 

integrated Flathead Irrigation Project--and transfer it into trust on behalf of the CSKT.   This would have 

retained Kerr Dam as part of the integrated FIPP instead of allowing the Tribes to repurpose the facility 

away from the Congressionally-authorized purposes and to misuse the power revenues for non-

irrigation purposes.13  Because of these failures, the United States decoupled its own project in violation 

12 48 Stat. 984, Wheeler-Howard Act, or the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. 
13 See, Flathead Irrigation and Power Project Audit Request, May 31, 2019, on file in Senator Daines’ office. The 
audit requested the General Accounting Office (GAO) conduct the review. 
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of the FIPP’s Congressionally-authorized purposes, damaging its own investment by allowing the 

degradation the irrigation and power system. 

Relevant Questions: 

• What are the implications for, and how does the MWRPA show the adherence of the federal 

government and the CSKT to the principles and guidance of the IRA, including Sections 3 with 

respect to irrigation and 5 regarding  Kerr Dam? 

• What is the legal authority for the MWRPA to expand Tribal jurisdiction over lands, water, 

infrastructure, and property rights beyond that  contemplated by the IRA, the Winters 

Doctrine, the Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance Act, and existing law?  

3. United States v. Abell to the MWRPA Creation of New “Tribal Reserved Water Rights” 

The background to the proposed  MWRPA legislation has its roots in the west-wide effort to adjudicate  

state law-based water rights and the federal reserved water rights for federal lands including the Indian 

reservations.  

For the United States, the CSKT, and Flathead Reservation, the relevant case is United States v. Abell.14

Filed by the United States in federal court in 1979, the United States  made federal reserved rights 

claims on behalf of the CSKT and for itself in the Flathead Irrigation Project and other federal lands 

under the Winters Doctrine and pursuant to the MT General Stream Adjudication.   Importantly, the  

federal reserved rights claimed on behalf of the CSKT in 1979 were geographically located within the 

reservation and were in the quantity to fulfill the purposes and future needs of the reservation as per 

Winters. The Senate held a field hearing when U.S. v. Abell was filed, where citizens named in and 

affected by the suit had a chance to testify along with the United States and the CSKT.  The CSKT 

asserted in testimony that there was no need for and did not claim off-reservation water rights.15

Forty one years later, the Interior Department has recently and quietly replaced  the term “federal

reserved water rights” with the new term “reserved rights”. In this effort, the Department has recently 

created  “categories” of “reserved rights” outside of the Winters Doctrine and linking those “reserved 

rights” to uses of water, not purposes of the reservation.16  One of these “new categories of “reserved 

rights” includes a newly-created “tribal reserved aboriginal water right” with a time immemorial priority 

date.  These new “reserved rights” have now been  added to the  federal reserved water claims asserted 

in Abell on behalf of the CSKT.17

Thus, the federal claims  have significantly increased in volume and geographic scope beyond what is 

permissible by the Winters Doctrine  and now includes water rights for off-reservation lands ceded to 

the United States under the Treaty of Hellgate, and additional property outside those ceded aboriginal 

14 United States v. Annette A. Abell, No. 79-33-M (D.Mont. 1979) 
15 Field hearings, U.S. Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, August 31, 1979, Ronan, MT. Statement by CSKT 
Tribal Vice Chairman E.W. “Bill” Morgeau, available in Flathead Water Solutions Handbook for Decision Makers on 
file in Senator Daines’ office. 
16 See, Letter from DOI Secretary Bernhardt to Senator Steve Daines November 18, 2019, pp 1-2 “Background on 
the CSKT Reserved Water Rights Claims” delineating ‘categories’ of reserved rights for uses. Letter available from 
Senator Daines. 
17 Ibid note 14.  
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lands across 2/3 of the state of Montana. The attached map shows the water claims filed by CSKT as of 

2015.18

The Departments of Interior and Justice accomplished this expansion by creating a new type of  

“reserved right”,  thus perverting the federal reserved rights doctrine.  This expansive water rights claim,  

“owned by the U.S. in trust for the CSKT”19 can be seen to expand the reservation.20

The implications of this expansion of Tribal water claims across and beyond previously ceded aboriginal 

territories is an unacceptable consequence of the MWRPA, as shown in the attached map of ceded lands 

of the tribes in the United States. Every county in the western United States will be impacted by the 

MWRPA and possibly thrust into additional litigation to protect their water rights. 

Relevant Questions: 

• What is the legal basis for the MWRPA non-compliance with the Winters Doctrine and  

with its initial claims in U.S. v. Abell? 

• What is the Department’s legal basis for the creation of “tribal reserved water rights”?  

What is the policy basis or objective? What are the impacts of these new rights on 

other western states adjudication processes? 

• Since the United States has expanded its claims on behalf of the CSKT in the 

underlying controlling case, U.S. v. Abell, should there be a Congressional field hearing 

to present these expanded claims to the citizens of Montana and gather input for 

decision-making on the MWRPA? 

4. Indian Claims Commission & Court of Claims 

The claims asserted by the United States for the CSKT in the 1979 Abell case also fell within the bounds 

of the several Indian Claims Commission and Court of Claims cases  that were resolved from the 1940s- 

1970s. These cases involved the compensation for lands and resources ceded to the United States 

and/or damages to resources on the Flathead Indian Reservation for the CSKT21.  The CSKT signed a 

stipulation agreement in 1966 which precluded the CSKT from asserting any claims on the ceded lands in 

any forum.22

18 The CSKT Compact included off reservation claims in western Montana.  The U.S. and Tribes filed an additional 
10,000 claims after the ‘passage’ of the CSKT Compact across eastern Montana. 
19 The MWRPA and the Department of the Interior promote the idea that the “tribal reserved water right” arises 
out of the Tribal right to reserve aboriginal territories and resources separate from the United States.  But in the 
MWRPA, these new ‘tribal reserved rights’ are held by the U.S. in trust for the CSKT, as if they were ‘federal
reserved water rights’.  This is a policy objective of Interior based on the perversion of the Winters Doctrine. 
20 Considering that the CSKT have the “Treatment as a State” designation for water quality purposes, it is possible 
the Tribes could expand that jurisdiction to “protect the water quality of off-reservation tribal reserved rights 
claims”, a legal nightmare for Montana citizens. 
21  See Flathead Water Solutions Handbook for Decision-Makers, Tab 4(b). Prepared by Montana Citizens and 
Citizen Legislators,  September 2019, on file with Senator Daines. 
22 17. Ind. Cl. Comm. 297.  Stipulation agreement found at page 309 and reads “The judgement shall finally dispose 
of all claims or demands which petitioner has asserted or could have asserted in this case against defendant, and 
petitioner shall be barred from asserting all such claims or demands in any future action.”
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Yet today the United States Department of the Interior newly claims, on behalf of the CSKT, that “water 

was not included” in the Indian Claims Commission, Court of Claims cases, or the 1966 stipulation 

agreement, and thus asserts extensive CSKT water claims outside of the reservation not only on the 

ceded lands but also on lands it had never claimed in the Indian Claims Commission proceedings. These 

water claims are outside what the Winters Doctrine permits, the 1979 U.S. Abell claims,  and the 

preclusions set forth by the Indian Claims Commission and Court of Claims cases extinguishing aboriginal 

title and prohibiting additional claims. 

The most significant question to arise from this perspective is the implication of the Department’s 

conclusion that the Indian Claims Commission cases are not final for water resources, and that there is a 

new “category of reserved right” on aboriginal lands ceded to the United States. What is the effect of 

this undocumented policy conclusion on the hundreds of other Tribes in the United States who have had 

their claims “finally” resolved by the Indians Claims Commission and Court of Claims, and are just now 

beginning their federal reserved water rights claims? Does this now increase the United States’ financial 

liability to those other Tribes, or increase the amount of water that the United States may claim for 

those Tribes?  

The Indian Claims Commission and Court of Claims is also relevant to the MWRPA inclusion of unrelated 

“damages” to calculate the basis for water settlement funding, instead of the typical funding used for 

the development of the Tribes’ federal reserved water rights.23  Since the Court of Claims has already 

addressed U.S.  “damages” to the CSKT, and is the proper venue for other “damage” claims against the 

United States, shouldn’t the entire MWRPA claim be before the United States Court of Claims and not a 

Senate Committee? 

Relevant questions 

• Is an “Indian water settlement” the appropriate venue for the payment of “damages” to the 

CSKT, or should this claim be heard before the United States Court of Claims? 

• Why have the Departments of Interior and Justice not provided documentation for the 

assertion that the Indian Claims Commission and Court of Claims cases and stipulation 

agreements are not final for public inspection for a taxpayer-funded settlement?   

• What is the impact of this conclusion for the CSKT on the hundreds of other Tribes whose 

claims were supposedly “finally” resolved by the Indian Claims Commission and who are just 

beginning their water rights adjudications?    

5. The Montana-Based CSKT Compact and  S. 3019 

The questions raised by this analysis of key guidelines ignored in the MWRPA are too serious  to enable 

our support for this proposed legislation.  The analysis shows that the end result of ignoring or creating 

“work arounds” to existing law, Congressional intent, the finality imposed by the Indian Claims 

Commission and Court of Claims, the Winters Doctrine, and McCarran Amendment is an expansive, 

destructive, precedent setting, and expensive MWRPA.  

By ignoring the sideboards identified above the MWRPA proposes: 

23 This report was completed by the Tribes and BIA and is unavailable for public inspection.   
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• a sweeping expansion of federal reserved rights and creation of new “tribal reserved rights” 

outside of the Winters Doctrine

• tribal jurisdiction over non-Indian state law-based water rights through the creation of a new 

water administration program 

• the creation of new “tribal reserved water rights” with time-immemorial priority dates off the 

reservation through the corruption of the federal reserved rights doctrine  

The MWRPA added numerous unrelated provisions to the CSKT Compact that have generated significant 

concern about additional impacts to the local economy that were not considered by the Montana 

legislature and whose impacts have not been examined by state or federal agencies.24  The effect of the 

MWRPA, as with Senator Tester’s S. 3012, is to prevent the examination of the real issues underpinning 

this precedent-setting legislation.   

Summary and Conclusions 

Because of the known and inherent unresolved problems with the substance of the MWRPA, the 

legislation should be rejected.   The MWRPA is outside the scope of existing law, is ineffective in 

resolving the federal reserved water rights of the CSKT, creates unnecessary uncertainty for water rights 

holders in Montana and across the west, and sets dangerous precedent for expansion of water claims 

beyond which is now legally permissible under the Winters Doctrine.  This will allow one tribal 

government and the United States to improperly disrupt vested water rights and existing federal 

investments in water infrastructure in Montana without ever analyzing the impacts of these decisions or 

openly discussing the proposed changes with Congress. 

If the Committee is going to make decisions of such magnitude and impact as the MWRPA proposes, it 

should have, at the very least, all the legislation proposed by but only referenced in the MWRPA. With 

respect to the MWRPA proposed changes in the IRA and P.L. 638,  we believe that due diligence is 

required to fully examine the implications of the MWRPA on these two fundamental cornerstones of 

federal Indian policy. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

Montana Land and Water Alliance 
P.O. 1061 
Polson, MT  59860 
406-552-1357 
4mtlandwater@gmail.com

24 For example, transfer of the National Bison Range to the CSKT,  for which taxpayers paid the CSKT twice; the 
assumption of jurisdiction over water, sewer, and road infrastructure in Lake and Sanders Counties; the state land 
exchange program to increase the CSKT landholdings in Lake County, and numerous other issues. Senator Daines is 
insisting that the MWRPA will not have to go back to the Montana legislature for approval because of its ‘federal’ 
origin, despite it including marked changes impacting but not approved or reviewed by the state of Montana. 
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Indian Land Areas Judicially Established 1978 
MAP INDEX
Full Size Map (PDF)

1. Seneca
2. Delaware, Wyandot, Potawatomi, Ottawa, 
Chippewa
3. Ottawa
4. Delaware, Ottawa, Shawnee, Wyandot
5. Delaware
6. Shawnee
7. Potawatomi, Ottawa, Chippewa
8. Potawatomi
9. Potawatomi
10. Potawatomi
11. Potawatomi
12. Potawatomi
13. Potawatomi
14. Potawatomi
15. Potawatomi
16. Sault Ste. Marie Band
17. Ottawa, Chippewa
18. Saginaw Chippewa
19. Saginaw Chippewa
20. Grand River Band
21. Miami, Potawatomi
22. Miami, Potawatomi
23. Miami
24. Miami, Eel River
25. Miami, Delaware
26. Miami, Wea
27. Potawatomi, Wea
28. Potawatomi, Wea, Kickapoo
29. Wea, Kickapoo
30. Wea
31. Delaware, Piankeshaw
32. Potawatomi, Kickapoo
33. Kickapoo
34. Kaskaskia, Kickapoo
35. Piankeshaw
36. Kaskaskia
37. Cherokee
38. Creek
39. Creek
40. Creek
41. Seminole
42. Lake Superior Bands, Mississippi Bands
43. Lake Superior Bands, Mississippi Bands

89. Kootenai
90. Nez Perce
91. Coeur D'Alene
92. Kalispel
93. Spokane
94. Palus
95. Cayuse
96. Walla Walla
97. Umatilla
98. Yakima
99. Colville
100. Lake Tribe
101. Sanpoil-Nespelem
102. Okanogan
103. Methow
104. Warm Springs
105. Clatsop
106. Tillamook
107. Tillamook
108. Coquille, Chetco, Too-too-to-ney
109. Snake
110. Lemhi
111. Shoshone
112. Cheyenne & Arapaho, Northern 
Cheyenne, Northern Arapaho
113. Klamath
114. Modoc
115. Pitt River
116. Northern Paiute
117. Washoe
118. Indians of California
119. Western Shoshone
120. Goshute
121. Uintah Ute
122. Southern Paiute
123. Hopi
124. Navajo
125. Acoma
126. Laguna
127. Zia, Jemez, Santa Ana
128. Santo Domingo
129. San Ildefonso
130. Nambe
131. Santa Clara
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44. Lake Superior Bands
45. Bois Forte Band
46. Mississippi Bands
47. Lake Superior Bands, Mississippi Bands
48. Pillager & Lake Winnibigoshish Bands
49. Pillager Band
50. Red Lake Band
51. Red Lake Band, Pembina Band
52. Pembina Band
53. Potawatomi
54. Winnebago
55. Sac & Fox
56. Sac & Fox
57. Sac & Fox
58. Sac & Fox
59. Sac & Fox
60. Iowa, Sac & Fox
61. Sac & Fox
62. Iowa
63. Iowa
64. Otoe & Missouria, Iowa, Omaha, Sac & 
Fox
65. Omaha
66. Ponca
67. Otoe & Missouria
68. Pawnee
69. Osage
70. Osage
71. Osage
72. Quapaw
73. Caddo
74. Medawakanton Band
75. Eastern or Mississippi Sioux
76. Yankton
77. Sisseton & Wahpeton
78. Sisseton
79. Teton & Yanktonai
80. Yankton
81. Sioux (Dahcotah) Nation
82. Arikara, Mandan, Hidatsa
83. Arikara, Mandan, Hidatsa
84. Assiniboine
85. Crow
86. Blackfeet & Gros Ventre
87. Flathead
88. Upper Pend D'Oreille

132. Taos
133. Kiowa, Comanche & Apache
134. Jicarilla Apache
135. Mescalero Apache
136. Mescalero Apache
137. Lipan Apache
138. Chiricahua Apache
139. Chiricahua Apache
140. Western Apache
141. Tonto Apache
142. Havasupai
143. Hualapai
144. Mohave
145. Chemehuevi
146. Yavapai
147. Pima-Maricopa
148. Quechan
149. Papago
150. Nooksack
151. Lummi
152. Samish
153. Upper Skagit
154. Swinomish
155. Lower Skagit
156. Kikiallus
157. Stillaguamish
158. Makah
159. S'Klallam
160. Snohomish
161. Quileute
162. Skokomish
163. Skykomish
164. Snoqualmie
165. Suquamish
166. Duwamish
167. Quinaielt
168. Squaxin
169. Muckleshoot
170. Puyallup
171. Steilacoom
172. Nisqually
173. Lower Chehalis
174. Upper Chehalis
175. Cowlitz
176. Chinook
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